Introduction
Over the last two decades, clinical nephrologists have been increasingly attracted by biomarkers research as an unique opportunity to make prognostic estimates and to inform clinical decisions about therapy. Biomarkers provide essential information to define clinical phenotypes and as such are central to prognostic and therapeutic research. Creatinine, albumin and other biomarkers including cardiac biomarkers like BNP and pro BNP are precious for the definition of chronic kidney disease (CKD) and of the attendant cardiovascular risk. Furthermore the several biomarkers of organ dysfunction which have been discovered over the last decades are intensively applied to perform detailed studies of patho-mechanisms underlying CKD in the clinical scenario and formidable new tools [1] will soon allow the study of the same patho-mechanisms in a dynamic manner, an issue we will touch upon in the closing of this non-systematic overview of the problem. The genome remains of course of fundamental importance but herein we will not deal with genes and genetic epidemiology.
Pathophysiological underpinnings of CKD as a systemic disease: framing the problem
Growth is perhaps the most fascinating and formidable biological phenomenon in complex organisms. In humans body mass at birth is about three kilograms and in adults is 70-80 kilograms or over, i.e. > 20 times higher than at birth. The challenge for the human body during growth and adulthood, is to harmonize the growth of all parts that make up the whole fabric and to maintain the functional coordination of all organ systems which is an extremely complex biological undertaking. This demands that the master regulator, the brain, be closely inter-related with the osteo-muscular apparatus, the cardio-pulmonary system, the kidney and all other organ systems. With this background in mind, I will firstly recapitulate some essential features of systems physiology as envisioned by Guyton to then elaborate on the pathophysiological complexity of CKD, a true systemic disease.
Systems Physiology: Basic concepts and inter-organ cross-talk

Cardiovascular homeostasis and the pressure-natriuresis curve
The basic graph applied by Guyton to interpret the organ systems response to environmental or endogenous perturbations, plots in a time scale the organ systems response defined in terms of "gain" i.e. the degree to which a feedback system can correct any perturbation of the steady state in the same systems [2] , that is, the amount of correction of the deviation -an increase or a decrease of the physiological function in question-divided by the residual degree of deviation. When a control system corrects the effect (a deviation) of a given perturbation minimally, its feedback gain is near to 0. When it corrects the same effect completely, its gain is infinite. A classic example is the cardiovascular response to factors that perturb blood pressure (BP) (e.g. blood volume loss or overload). As shown in Figure 1 , the first system that enters into action when BP deviates from the norm is the baroreceptor system. This system remains operative for up to 16 hours and from there on the gain in such a mechanism declines. Chemoreceptors comes into play simultaneously with baroreceptors but have a lower gain than baroreceptors. Subsequently the ischemic response of the central nervous system, a mechanism with a higher gain, is activated. After about three hours, if the perturbation still persists the kidney enters into action. The kidney is fundamental to compensate the original perturbation in the long term. Indeed the counter-regulatory response of this organ (the pressure-natriuresis curve) has an infinite gain, i.e. the kidney can completely correct the BP deviation. Such a curve shows a characteristic exponential rise followed by an asymptotic phase implying that the kidney opposes the perturbation until the same perturbation remains active. Pressure-natriuresis does not represent a purely renal response. Indeed, the central nervous system exerts a relevant control on the response of the kidney to volume expansion. In volume overloaded rats, the activity of the renal nerves is reduced by 44%, a response of relevance for the disposal of volume excess by the kidney and for the correction of the BP deviation induced by volume overload [3] .
The reach of the central nervous system, the master regulator of organ systems, is of course not limited to the cardiovascular system and extends to all other organ systems including the bone, i.e. an organ which in a not so remote past was considered as a mere mineral storage organ. Indeed, a major neurotransmitter of the sympathetic system, neuropeptide Y (NPY), acts on specific receptors in osteoblasts to restrain osteoblast activity. The relevance of this neural control mechanism in experimental models in vivo is supported by the observation that in the NPY knockout mice trabecular bone volume is almost doubled as compared to wild mice [4] .
Inter-organ cross-talk
Inter-organ cross-talk contributes to global cardiovascular homeostasis. Beyond the nervous system and baroreceptor dependent mechanisms, the heart directly influences the pressure-natriuresis curve by releasing cardiac natriuretic peptides (ANP and BNP). These peptides influence the gain of the BP curve by favoring natriuresis during volume expansion in pathological conditions like heart failure [5] . Likewise, the endothelium exerts a similar renal effect by increasing the synthesis of nitric oxide (NO), a vasodilatory gas endowed with powerful natriuretic properties [6] . NO synthesis is endogenously regulated by asymmetric di-methyl arginine (ADMA), an aminoacid which competes with arginine at the active sites of the enzyme which generates NO (NO synthase) thereby suppressing NO synthesis. ADMA infusion has an antinatriuretic effect in healthy subjects [7] and may participate into the counter-regulatory response to low BP conditions like septic shock (see below). Notably, NO and its main antagonist, ADMA, have opposite effects on the heart. Indeed NO restrains myocardial growth [8] while ADMA, by removing this restraint, promotes left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) [9, 10] . Of note ADMA interferes with a fundamental biological function like the regulation of the enzyme telomerase [11] , the enzyme that regulates the length of cell telomeres, i.e. the DNA sequence critical for setting cell life span. High ADMA shortens cell telomeres and reduces the life span of endothelial cells.
Over the last few decades numerous studies in experimental models and observational studies in healthy subjects and in patients with heart or kidney diseases, unraveled unsuspected links between mineral metabolism and the cardiovascular system [12] . Mineral metabolism is regulated by three organ systems. The intestine that absorbs environmental calcium and phosphate salts, the kidney that facilitates calcium and phosphate absorption via the synthesis of 1,25(OH) 2 vit D 3 that guarantees the excretion of these divalent ions, and the bone that incorporates and stores these ions into a complex (trabecular and cortical) organic-mineral structure. The parathyroid gland is fundamental for the control of circulating calcium and the bone per se has a leading role for the maintenance of phosphate balance via the bone hormone fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23), a peptide with powerful phosphaturic and 1,25(OH) 2 vit D 3 -suppressing effects. To exert its phosphaturic action, FGF23 requires that the tubular FGF receptor is coupled with an obligatory co-receptor, Klotho. Indeed, the Klotho knock-out mouse typically shows hyperphosphatemia and low 1,25 (OH) 2 vit D 3 levels [13] . Due to receptor-resistance, FGF23 levels are substantially raised in this model. FGF23 is also a major myocardial growth factor. Importantly, the FGF receptor in myocardial cells does not require Klotho to respond to circulating FGF23 and therefore the Klotho null mouse develops marked concentric left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) [14] . Overall, because its myocardial effects, FGF23 triangulates the bone-kidney connection to the heart. conclusions on the value of renal denervation for hypertension control and attenuation of CKD progression in these patients. Nonetheless, this study is in keeping with data in experimental models in the rat showing that interventions that reduce sympathetic activity mitigate renal damage in the same models [20, 21] .
We previously alluded to the strong role of the central nervous system, namely of NPY [4] , for the maintenance of bone mass in in mice. In this respect, there is circumstantial evidence that this mechanism may be operative in CKD patients. Indeed, plasma NPY is inversely related with bone alkaline phosphatase and with serum PTH in dialysis patients [22] , suggesting that, like in experimental models, high levels of this neuropeptide may reduce bone turnover and contribute to the most frequent bone disease in this population, i.e. low-turnover osteodystrophy (Figure 2) .
The kidney-heart connection goes far beyond circulating blood volume and extracellular volume homeostasis. Indeed, reduction in renal mass modifies the very expression of a miriad of genes in the heart. Unilateral nephrectomy, acutely halves the GFR. However, due to compensatory renal growth, after just 4 weeks, rats submitted to this intervention reattain a nearly normal GFR and do not develop proteinuria or hypertension while circulating levels of renin and aldosterone as well as body fluids remain within the normal range in this model. Thus unilateral nephrectomy is a model of early, mild CKD. From a biological point of view, it is truly remarkable that even a very modest degree of renal impairment modifies 103 cardiac genes regulating TGF-β expression and the apoptosis pathways thereby inducing profound anatomical and functional modifications in the heart. In the intact rat only about the 2.2 % of the heart mass is fibrous, while in the nephrectomized rat the amount of fibrous tissue is doubled, a substantial anatomical change with negative functional (left ventricular end-diastolic dysfunction) implications. Furthermore, cardiac fibrosis and LV dysfunction gradually progress to more global LV remodeling (concentric LVH) and to systolic dysfunction in this model [23] . The same phenomenon may be operative in CKD. Indeed LV mass increases linearly at progressively lower GFR levels and concentric LVH is the dominant LV geometric pattern in CKD patients [24] while LV fibrosis, as measured by Doppler backscattering [25] , goes along with LVH in these patients.
We previously alluded to the fact that the endothelium may influence heart mass and structure. Indeed, NO -a substance mainly synthesized by the endothelium-restrains 
The pathophysiology underlying CKD as a systemic disease
The kidney is strictly interconnected with the central nervous system. Afferent renal nerves restrain central sympathetic activity. Experimental models and observations in CKD patients show that reduced renal function associates with parallel increases in efferent sympathetic activity [15, 16] . Sympathetic activity is almost doubled in dialysis patients and bilateral nephrectomy abrogates such an alteration [17] . Activation of the autonomic system occurs early in CKD and increases progressively as renal function deteriorates [15] . Importantly, the most effective drug class endowed with nephroprotective properties, ACE inhibitors, correct almost completely sympathetic overactivity in CKD patients [18] . A pilot study in patients with stage 3-4 CKD and resistant hypertension suggests a benefit of renal denervation on hypertension control as well as on proteinuria and the GFR [19] . However, this hypothesis-generating study did not contemplate a control procedure (sham renal denervation) and was too small to allow sensible LV growth while the endogenous NO inhibitor ADMA triggers LVH. The relevance of the endothelium-heart link in CKD is documented by the strong association between concentric LVH and plasma ADMA levels in dialysis patients [10] , an association which extends to predialysis CKD patients [26, 27] .
Of relevance, beyond the cardiovascular system, high ADMA levels impinge upon kidney function and on the structural integrity of the same organ. In rats with unilateral nephrectomy, i.e. a model of early CKD, continuous ADMA infusion by minipumps induces the local synthesis of TGF-β eventuating in marked interstitial renal fibrosis [27] . In keeping with findings in this model, renal fibrosis is a hallmark in the remnant kidney model (5/6 renal ablation). The importance of ADMA in renal fibrosis in the remnant model is demonstrated by experiments showing that transfection of the enzyme that degrades ADMA, dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH) reduces the expression of TGF -β and prevents fibrosis [28] . ADMA is likely implicated in renal damage also in humans because in 2 cohort studies, respectively in old [29] and middle age CKD [30] patients, high levels of this methylarginine associated with faster CKD progression and proteinuria.
Evidence that high ADMA may have deleterious effects on the heart and the kidney was gathered more than a decade ago. Yet, notwithstanding drugs that may reduce or antagonize ADMA are already available, therapeutic research aimed at countering the adverse effects of this substance lags far behind pathophysiological and clinical knowledge. Sluggish progress in this area is due to the almost uniquely complex inter-relationships of the NO system with cell biology and organ function. Indeed, depending on the clinical context, high ADMA may turn out to be a protective, life-saving, compound. For example, inhibition of DDAH in septic shock, a condition characterized by profound vasodilatation attributable to the massive synthesis of NO by inducible NO synthase, determines a higher survival in rats with experimental septic shock [31] .
In complex organisms inter-organ cross-talk is a widespread, fundamental phenomenon for life and goes far beyond the heart and vascular system cross-talk or the cross-talk between the cardiovascular system and the kidney we have just touched upon. This phenomenon extends to the liver, to energy storage and energy processing organs like the adipose tissue and the pancreas and other organs. Of utmost importance, we have now evidence that an apparently secluded, mainly mineral, organ characterized by low turnover like the bone profoundly affects heart anatomy and function and renal function. We have previously alluded to the powerful effect of FGF23 (a bone hormone) on left ventricular mass [14] and to the parallel effect on the same parameter by ADMA [10, 26] . Intriguingly, recent data show that FGF23 interacts in a competitive fashion with ADMA to determine the risk for CKD progression in patients with renal diseases [32] . Both ADMA and FGF23 are inversely related with the GFR and the serum concentration of these substances increases in parallel as renal function deteriorates. More importantly, if we stratify CKD patients on the basis of FGF23 levels, the risk of progression toward kidney failure by a fixed increase in ADMA gradually increases at progressively lower FGF23 levels while there is no risk excess by ADMA in patients with low FGF23 levels. This observation conforms to experimental evidence in genetically engineered animals showing that in the K +/- [33, 34] mice, i.e. a model characterized by high FGF23 levels, exhibits a marked impairment in NO synthase gene expression. Thus observations in CKD patients and in experimental models suggests that these two factors, namely a bone hormone and an endothelial factor, are on the same pathway that leads to CKD progression.
Perspectives
We made examples of several inter-organ talks an focused on two or at most three interorgan relationships. Admittedly, this is a too simplistic, reductionist approach. The reality is very complex and interactions cannot be properly framed and understood by adopting a reductionist approach to the problem. This is exemplified by conditions characterized by high renin. The health effects of high renin are characteristically context-dependent. High renin in the setting of high salt intake, blood volume expansion and cardiovascular disease associates with reduced survival (Figure 3, A) . However, when high renin is associated with fluid loss and/or low salt intake, i.e. when this alteration represents a counter-regulatory response to low blood volume, it associates with longer rather than reduced survival ( Figure  3, B) . To understand the consequences of the modification of a given biological factor we must look at the several effects that this factor may trigger and to concomitant factors that may modify the effects of the factor in question. The complexity is tantalizing because biological variables connected to the factor in question change over time and therefore to fully understand the chain of events set into motion when we alter the same factor we need to acquire longitudinal information on the whole network of variables connected to the factor of interest. The present reductionist approach to pathophysiology of CKD is like exploring a dark environment by candlelight. In the dark, we see just pieces of an exceedingly complex scenario and identify syndromes that do not exist, like the cardio -renal syndrome, the cardio -renal anemia, the CKD-MBD syndromes and the likes. We have detailed elsewhere the inconsistencies and the weaknesses of the so called "cardio-renal" syndrome [35] and more recently a similar critique has been advanced to the "CKD-MBD" syndrome [36] . Yet we have now new instruments for exploring the complexity of CKD. Metabolomics and metabonomics allow us to identify detailed risk profiles and to measure precisely the components of this profile. We can now investigate the evolution of risk profiles for CKD overtime rather than follow the mere longitudinal changes of a single or just a few factors.
Conclusion
The inter-organ cross-talk and the functional integration of organ systems is an exceedingly complex process which until now has been investigated with a reductionist approach. CKD perturbs the inter-organ cross-talk and demands central resetting of autonomic (nervous) control of organ systems. Due to limitations inherent to the reductionist approach, we currently identify CKD-related pseudo-syndromes and largely fail at describing the complex systemic inter-relationships set into motion by renal damage and renal dysfunction. We have just a glimpse into an exceedingly complex scenario. A mature technology for a system-analysis approach to physiology and pathophysiology now exists. System biology will allow in depth understanding of complex diseases like CKD [1] and will set the stage for predictive, preventive and personalized medicine, a long-standing dream of doctors and patients alike.
